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Strasbourg, 4 October 2017 - At the European Parliament today, CEVI met several MEPs who are experts 
in European tourism. The quest for authenticity, nature and the rediscovery of agricultural roots and 

traditional skills are growing trends. The Independent Winegrowers of Europe are responding and seeking 
an ad hoc law on wine tourism.  

 

Why now? 
# To adapt to the demands of tourists 
The socio-economic context has changed the typology and duration of visits. Consumers a re looking for quality products  whose 
origins they know. Short stays several times a year are the new pattern.    
=> The European independent winegrowers, who are totally committed from the vine to the glass of wine, are meeting these 

expectations in full.  
 
 

What are the European Independent Winegrowers doing?  
# They are developing wine tourism  
For several years, the independent winegrowers have been diversifying their activity (wine tasting visits, wine harvest experienc es, 

etc.) by opening the doors of their estates. In Italy and France alone, there are 15 mill ion wine tourists every year.  
This activity enhances the value of the land, preserves the landscape, strengthens the bonds in rural territories and creates jobs 
and related services. The number and distribution of our family operations represent a real gain for rural development.  

=> The development of wine tourism will  generate an additional income stream for winegrowers, rural areas and the Member 
States. 
 

However, there is a problem! 
# Too many regulatory obstacles  
In Europe today, wine tourism is obstructed by bureaucratic, administrative, fiscal and legislative barriers. Some examples: 
=> In Italy: winegrowers are not permitted to open the doors of their estates to the visiting public. They are required to fo rm a 
l imited liability company or train for one year in order to obtain membership of Agritourism.  

=> In France: there is clearly a barrier to the development of business, as a wine-producing enterprise may not exceed the ceil ing 
of EUR 50,000 for its wine tourism turnover without having to change tax systems . 
=> In Bulgaria: without a restaurateur’s l icence, providing customers with as much as a piece of bread to accompany the tasting is 
not permitted.   

 

Why decide to approach European legislators? 

# To create a uniform legislative framework for the whole of Europe  
To respond to a logic of cross-border tourism, we believe that Europe must create a basis for the legislative framework. According 
to the principle of subsidiarity, each country must then refine it to suit its own particular needs.  

More fundamentally, wine tourism contributes to rural development, which falls within the jurisdiction of the European Union.  
=> CEVI has called on the European Parliament to ask each Member State to introduce an ad hoc law to promote the harmonious 
development of wine tourism.  
 

What Europe will do for the Independent Winegrowers 
# The EP will submit an oral question (OQ) to the Council and organise an event at the EP 
The OQ will  be submitted to the Conference of Presidents so that it can be included on the agenda of a forthcoming plenary 
session at Strasbourg.  
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